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Theory of Ka generation by femtosecond laser-produced hot electrons in thin foils
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An analytical model of femtosecondKa x-ray generation from laser-irradiated foils is presented. Expres-
sions are found for the photon emission yield in both forward and backward directions in integral form as a
function of hot-electron temperature and target thickness. It is found that for any given target material, there is
a foil thickness and a hot-electron temperature at which theKa emission is maximized. Conversion efficien-
cies are consistent with contemporary measurements ofKa radiation produced with femtosecond lasers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently published results, in which hard x rays fro
laser-produced plasmas were used to detect the meltin
crystalline solids on the femtosecond time scale, have pus
the technique of time-resolved x-ray diffraction to the for
front of ultrafast science@1–4#. These pioneering experi
ments, which combine the femtosecond time-resolution
fered by state-of-the-art lasers with subatomic spa
resolution, go a long way to realizing the early potent
demonstrated by subpicosecond laser-plasma interaction
means of creating x-ray flash lamps@5–8#.

These early studies made little distinction between so
rays from the cooling laser-generated plasma, and h
K-shell line radiation from the cold~unionised! material be-
hind the surface plasma layer. However, it is hard~multi-
keV! x rays that are of primary interest in the new fields
ultrafast x-ray diffractometry and biomedical radiography~x-
ray imaging!. These x rays are produced by energetic el
trons created at the surface of the target irradiated by
intense laser pulse. Depending on their energy and the ta
material (Z), the electrons will typically penetrate sever
microns into the solid, generating bremsstrahlung andKa
line radiation as they slow down via collisions with co
atoms. The characteristicKa radiation has received mos
attention to date because of its above-mentioned potentia
a monoenergetic, pulsed, and high-brightness x-ray sourc
is thus natural to ask how many hard x rays are produced
this means; a question whose solution involves sev
stages: the efficiency with which the laser energy is c
verted to hot electrons; the rate at which the electrons
slowed down and scattered in the solid; and the efficie
with which x-ray photons are generated by an electron.

A recent study by the Jena group found that for fixed la
energy, there is an optimum electron energy~or equivalently,
laser intensity! to generateKa photons in material of a given
atomic numberZ @9#. This effect was attributed to self
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absorption of theKa photons: x rays generated deep insi
the target by very energetic electrons are absorbed be
they can reach the surface, and so are not detected.
effect has also been observed in experiments where the
sition of the laser focus was varied along the target norm
@10#. The purpose of this paper is to formulate a gene
space-dependentmodel in which the photon reabsorption
included self-consistently, and does not rely on empirical
put from numerical simulation@9#. As we will see later, this
model allows us to explore the interplay between the th
length scales: electron stopping range, target thickness,
photon mean free path.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we derive
general formula for theKa yield from a laser-irradiated slab
in both the forward and backward directions; in Sec. III th
model is used to determine optimal conditions forKa emis-
sion by finding the dependence on target and hot-elec
characteristics. In particular, a relationship between the ta
thickness and the electron energy is found that provides
maximumKa yield. In Sec. IV these results are then gen
alized for a range of target materials.

II. MODEL OF Ka GENERATION IN SLAB TARGETS
OF FINITE WIDTH

First we suppose that the laser has created a populatio
hot electrons on the ‘‘front’’ side of the target and that the
are directed into the slab along the target normal. This
sumption is reasonable for nonrelativistic electrons, rega
less of the angle of incidence of the laser; for relativis
kinetic energies, the penetration angle becomes energy
pendent@11–13#. Recent experiments@11,14# with short-
pulse lasers indicate that the electron energy distribution
an exponential high-energy tail of the form

f ~E!5
1

Th
exp~2E/Th!, ~1!

whereTh is the hot-electron temperature in keV. The latt
may be related to the laser irradianceIl2 if the absorption
mechanism is known, but we defer discussion of this po
q
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until later. Consider then, theKa emission due to a distribu
tion of Nh hot electrons passing through a slab of thickn
d, as depicted in Fig. 1. Up to electron energies of about
keV, the stopping power of any target material can be
proximated to high accuracy by@15#

dE

dx
5AE2a, a.0, ~2!

whereA and a are Z-dependent constants. Above 100 ke
the stopping power shows significant deviation from t
simple form, mainly due to relativistic effects. The initi
energy of the electronE0 and its energyE at depthx, are
connected by the integral equation,

x5E
0

x

dx5E
E

E0 dE

dE/dx
. ~3!

In the region where Eq.~2! is valid, this reduces to a rathe
simple relationship,

x5
1

~11a!A
~E0

a112Ea11!. ~4!

At higher energies, there is no simple analytical solution
Eq. ~3!.

The number ofKa photons generated by electrons wi
energiesE within the interval@x,x1dx# emitted into a solid
angleVD at an angleu relative to the electron penetratio
axis is given by

dNKa5Nhf @E0~E,x!#dEvKnAsK~E!dx
VD

4p

3H exp~2nAsphx/u cosuu! for
p

2
,u<p,

exp~2nAsph~d2x!/u cosuu! for 0,u<
p

2
,

~5!

wheresK(Z,E),vK(Z),nA(Z), andsph(Z,hnK) are, respec-
tively, the cross section forK-shell ionization; theKa fluo-
rescence yield; the atomic number density; and the photo
sorption cross section for aKa photon. The argument off

FIG. 1. Geometry ofKa emission from a one-dimensional sla
target.
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@•••# reflects the fact that electrons with energyE at depthx
started offwith energies ofE0(E,x) when they entered the
target, whereE0(E,x) is the solution of Eq.~3! for a givenE
andx. Expression~5! also assumes that electrons travel in
straight line, that is, elastic scattering is neglected. The ef
of scattering is to reduce the effective penetration depth
electrons for a given stopping range or initial energyE0. The
relationship betweenE,x, andE0 becomes more complex, s
we defer quantitative consideration of this effect until Se
III. Defining an angle-dependent photon mean free path,

lmfp~u!5
u cosuu

nAsph~hnK!
,

and integrating, we have:

NKa5NhnAvK

VD

4p E
0

`

dEsK~E!E
0

d

dx f@E0~E,x!#

3H expS 2
x

lmfp
D backward ,

expS 2
d2x

lmfp
D forward .

~6!

We note that the two integrals in Eq.~6! cannot be per-
formed independently because of thex dependence of the
electron energy lossDE(x)5E02E. Nonetheless, we can
make some progress by exploiting the exponential form
the hot-electron distribution in Eq.~1!. We first define the
dimensionless quantitiesQ6 by

Q1~E!5E
0

d dx

lmfp
expS 2

E0~E,x!

Th
DexpS 2

d2x

lmfp
D ,

Q2~E!5E
0

d dx

lmfp
expS 2

E0~E,x!

Th
DexpS 2

x

lmfp
D . ~7!

Substitutingy5x/lmfp andjd5d/lmfp , this is reduced to

Q1~E!5E
0

jd
dy expS 2FE0~E,ylmfp!

Th
1jd2yG D , ~8!

and for the backward x rays

Q2~E!5E
0

jd
dy expS 2FE0~E,ylmfp!

Th
1yG D . ~9!

Equation~6! then takes the form

NKa5NhnAvK

VD

4p

lmfp

Th
E

0

`

dEsK~E!Q6~E!. ~10!

Equation~10! together with Eqs.~8! and~9! represents the
most general form ofKa emission from a finite, one-
dimensional~1D! slab. It is helpful to recast these thre
equations in terms of the averageKa emissionefficiency« f
2-2
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defined as the number ofKa photons emitted per hot elec
tron per steradian. This is obtained simply by dividing E
~10! by VD andNh ,

« f5
1

4p
nAvK

lmfp

Th
E

0

`

dEsK~E!Q6~E!. ~11!

The advantage of this definition is that« f is independent
of various experimental factors: the detector system~which
typically encompasses a small, finite solid angle!; the gener-
ally complex variation ofNh with laser parameters; and th
shape of the laser pulse and/or possible prepulses, w
influence the fractional energy dump into hot electrons.
shall, however, return to some of these points later in
paper.

The numerical method used to solve Eq.~11! consists of
three steps:~i! first, a matrix ofE0’s is obtained from Eq.~3!
on a logarithmic 2D mesh ofE’s andx’s. By means of this
matrix, given that an electron has energyE at depthx, one
can reconstruct the energy it had at the target surface
interpolation.~ii ! Using this matrix, the values ofQ6(E) can
be computed on a mesh of energies.~iii ! Finally, the integra-
tion over the energyE is carried out using Simpson’s rule
interpolatingQ6(E) between the energy mesh points. T
overall accuracy of the integration is better than a few p
cent.

We now proceed to analyze these equations with the
of finding optimal conditions for emission as a function
target thickness, electron energy~or laser intensity!, and tar-
get material. In the calculations that follow, the stoppi
power was taken from Ref.@15#; theKa emission cross sec
tions, sK from Ref. @16#; the fluorescence yields,vK from
Ref. @17#. The effect of screening on the atomic states is a
included in Refs.@15# and @16#. To the best of our knowl-
edge, these databases have the highest available accura
date. It should be noted, however, that the fluoresce
yields in Ref.@17# refer to solid state cold material. For com
pressed plasmas, the collision rates may become compa
with the L→K radiative emission rate. At such densities t
fluorescence yields have to be modified due to collisions,
one should then adopt a generalized collisional-radia
model to account for the collisional effects. A computation
study of these effects was carried out in Ref.@18#. Their
results reduce to the vacancy-cascade fluorescence yiel
Ref. @17# at the lower densities of our targets.

III. TARGET THICKNESS AND HOT-ELECTRON
TEMPERATURE

Unlike the semiempirical model of Ref.@9#, the present
model treats the spatial dependence of theKa generation
and reabsorption explicitly, and does not rely on any aver
ing over the emission region. Thus, we may determine
variation of the photon yield from the thin foil (d,lmfp) to
the thick target limit (d@lmfp). An example of this is shown
in Fig. 2, which shows theKa yield in both forward and
backward directions calculated from Eq.~10! for titanium
foils of varying thicknesses and laser parameters consis
with hot-electron temperaturesTh510 keV–150 keV. The
03640
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thick-target limit for backward emission~i.e., photons de-
tected on the ‘‘frontside’’ of the target where the laser
incident! is recovered in this case for thicknesses abo
100 mm ~saturated part of the curve!. This value is compa-
rable with the one obtained from Eq.~5! in Ref. @9#, after
appropriate scaling of laser parameters. Clearly there is
overall optimal thickness—about 25mm for
Thot537 keV—for emission in the forward direction~rear-
side of target!, when the thickness matches the photon me
free path,lm f p526.5 mm. Similar curves are obtained fo
other materials too, such as aluminum (Z513), copper (Z
529), molybdenum (Z542), erbium (Z568), and gold (Z
579), after making appropriate changes in foil thickness a
hot-electron temperature. As noted earlier, we expect ela
scattering to reduce these optimal values. To find out by h
much, the curve for 37 keV was recomputed by using a
Monte Carlo calculation@9# in place of Eq.~3! to obtain the
matrix E0(E,x). The latter actually becomes multivalue
exhibiting a spread of initial electron energies for each p
etration depth; however, the mean can still be fed into
~11! to estimate the averageKa production efficiency. Com-
paring the result of this more complex calculation with t
simple stopping model used here, we find that the efficie
is reduced by up to 20% and the optimal thickness by
40 % when elastic scattering is included. We conclude t
scattering will make a similar quantitative, rather than qua
tative difference to the other curves in Fig. 2, as well as
the other materials considered. For simplicity, therefore,
will henceforth stick to our original ‘‘straight-line’’ approxi-
mation, but bear in mind that the optimal thicknesses
tained may be systematically overestimated.

In this spirit we proceed to determine the optimal thic
nesses for aseriesof hot-electron temperatures—Fig. 3. F
the backward emission, this thickness is defined as the v
where the emission reaches 80% of its saturation value in
thick-target limit (d5`). This somewhat arbitrary-soundin
choice is motivated by the need to minimize backgrou
radiation and to eliminate the ‘‘afterglow’’ created by high

FIG. 2. Dependence of forward~solid lines! and backward
~dashed lines! Ka emission on foil thickness for a Ti target bom
barded by hot electrons with three different temperatures.
forward/backward emission curves merge for very thin foils.
2-3
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energetic electrons@9#. Also shown on this plot is the elec
tron range estimated from Eq.~4! for a monoenergetic beam
with energy equal toTh .

Common sense leads us to expect maximum conver
efficiency when the target thickness exceeds the elec
stopping distance; that is, for electron energies of around
keV in this case. This is confirmed in Fig. 4~a!, which shows
the Ka efficiencies « f corresponding to the optimal foi
thickness at a given hot-electron temperaturedopt(Th)—
Fig. 3.

Of more practical interest, however, are the curves in F
4~b!, that are obtained by multiplying the efficiencies by t
number of hot electronsNh . Imposing a constraint that th
laser energy absorbed by hot electrons,Ua5hUL.NhTh is
constant, this effectively means dividing« f by Th . In this
example, we took a total laser energy,EL51 J, pulse dura-
tion tL5100 fs and absorption fractionh510% into hot
electrons. We thus end up with both an optimal thicknessand
hot-electron temperature for a given laser energy and ta
material. Note that the optimalTh is the same forKa radia-
tion emitted in both forward and backward directions, ev
though the optimal thickness for backscattered radiation
infinite.

IV. Z DEPENDENCE

A curious outcome of the thick-target model in Ref.@9#
was that there appeared to be a universal optimal
electron temperature,Th for Ka generation, equal to abou
six times theK-shell ionization energyEK , which wasinde-
pendentof Z. This universality can be traced to the appro
mate manner in which the effect of photon absorption w
included, i.e., by introducing an ‘‘emission factor’’ whereb
electrons with energies beyond a fixed multiple ofEK pro-
duced photons too deep into the target to be detected.
present model contains no such simplification, so it is na
rally of interest to see whether this behavior is reprodu
when absorption is taken into account self-consistently. T

FIG. 3. Foil thickness required to maximize forward~solid line!
and backward~dashed line! Ka emission as a function of hot
electron temperature for a titanium target.
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result is displayed in Fig. 5, which shows that the requir
ratio of Th to theK-shell energy does in fact depend weak
on Z. We see that the ratio varies from around 12~aluminum,
Z513) to 4 for high-Z targets~gold, Z579). The value of
Th /EK.6 obtained by Reichet al. is, therefore, a reasonabl
average, given that theKa emission shows a fairly broad
resonance about this optimum. On the other hand, it is p
sible that theZ dependence exhibited by our model might
diluted by elastic scattering: however, to determine whet

FIG. 4. ~a! Photon efficiency and~b! photon yield for constant
laser energy and optimum target thickness as a function of
electron temperature for a titanium target.

FIG. 5. Optimal ratio of hot-electron temperature toK-shell ion-
ization energy for different target materialsZ.
2-4
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this is the case would involve several hundred Monte Ca
calculations, a task well beyond the scope of the pres
paper.

For experimental purposes it is of course useful to kn
how manyKa photons can be expected for a given targ
material under optimized conditions. This is shown in Fig.
which assumes all other parameters—Th and d have been
optimized. Here we plot both« f defined according to Eq
~11!, and the overall conversion efficiency«K from the laser
into theKa x-ray lineper steradian. To get the latter, we use
the following relation:

«K5« f

NhEKa

UL
5« fh

EKa

Th
, ~12!

where EKa is the Ka photon energy and we have aga
assumed that the absorbed laser energy is fixed:NhTh
5hUL . As in Fig. 4, we takeh510% andUL51 J in this

FIG. 6. Ka production efficiencies under optimal conditions f
various target materialsZ: photons per electron~circles!; energy
conversion efficiency per steradian~squares! and experimental mea
surements~filled triangles—see text!.
eld

tt.

.
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example: this gives a representative estimate of the m
mum possible conversion efficiency that can be expected
typical laser parameters. For comparison, a number of
perimentally measured values are shown too, taken from
following sources: Soomet al. @19#, Bastianiet al. @20# (Z
514); Rousseet al. @8# (Z513,20,26); Jianget al. @21# (Z
523); Ederet al. @10# ~29!; Yu et al. @22# (Z547); Anders-
son et al. @23# (Z550,73!. These data generally fall wel
below the theoretical curves, which suggests that the exp
mental conditions —here consisting of a variety of laser
tensities and target thicknesses—were far from optimal
Ka generation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have formulated a general model ofKa
generation in femtosecond laser-irradiated solid mater
Photon reabsorption is taken into account explicitly, perm
ting both forward and backscattered emission to be ca
lated for arbitrary target thicknesses. It is found that there
both an optimal target thickness and hot-electron tempera
for forward emission, at which point the thickness, electr
range, and mean free path of theKa photons are roughly
equal. This temperature varies between 4 and 12 times
K-shell ionization energy, depending on the atomic numb
a result that is consistent with the ‘‘universal’’ optimal rat
Th /EK.6 found previously by Reichet al. @9#. Comparison
of the photon conversion efficiencies expected from
model with recent measurements suggests that experim
conditions ~laser and target parameters! could probably be
better matched in order to enhance theKa yield. The model
may thus serve as a guide for application experiments u
both backward and forward emission geometries.
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